THE VICTIMS OF WAR ARE NOW THE VICTIMS OF PEACE

TEDURAY, LAMBANGIAN, HIGAONON, DULUNGAN AND ERUMANEN NE MENUVU IN SOUTH CENTRAL MINDANAO, PHILIPPINES

Presentor: Gempa te Kelindaan ne Kamal
(Indigenous Political Structure-IPS)
Erumanen ne Menuvu
KAMI PO AY MATATAGPUAN SA:
GRP-MNLF PEACE TALKS (1996)

THE IP-LUMAD WAS EXCLUDED

The result of the Peace Agreement:

a. Creation of the Autonomous Region in Muslim Mindanao (ARMM).

b. Teduray, Lambangian and Dulangan Manobo was covered by the ARMM.

c. No IPRA, No CADT and No IP RSD.

- Power Sharing:
  - a. Reserved
  - b. Concurrent
  - c. Exclusive

- Wealth Sharing:

- Creation of BTC to draft the BBL
- Bangsamoro Transition Authority (BTA)
- Transition and Modalities
- Bangsamoro Ministerial Government
OUR CONCERN:

1. IP put into the Exclusive power of the Bangsamoro.
2. Non Recognition of IPRA in the BBL.
3. Losing our Ancestral Domain
4. Our Identity
5. Our IP Governance